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and built up as my investigations continued. It is particularly intriguing that there were very few colours within the BCC standard that have not been chosen by one academic institution or another.
As research on this project continued, various anomalies were found. It became obvious that academical institutions did not rigidly hold to the code, or they had their own names for colours or may even have cited the wrong numbers. Groves (2005) highlighted that also cited a wrong number, giving the colour of Exeter Laws as Shell Pink. Cox (2001) 3 had similar experiences when researching New Zealand Academic dress. One cannot help but feel Cox's irritation when he gives us a lengthy discussion about the various shades of green and the 'inadequate efforts made to preserve a proper colour system'. 4 Therefore, every alternative for each number has been added to the table below and sources cited where possible.
Where two numbers are given, e.g. 34/35, the shade is an intermediate one, halfway between the two quoted numbers. Here are combinations of shades, cited by Shaw 1966, which Where entries in the table are in italics, it was found that the university's own regulations quoted the same BCC number and then gave it two different names, e.g. University of Sydney giving BCC 193 as Blue and Turquoise Blue and even assigning them to different faculties.
Auckland University uses a BCC colour number, the official colour name and then gives the colour its own Auckland name-just to clarify the issue! Although the 1934 edition of the BCC Colour Dictionary has only 220 colours, some universities quote numbers such as 240 (Medici Crimson) for a colour, which they maintain is in the first edition. This numbering clearly does not fit in with the original scheme, despite the regulations of the university concerned clearly stipulating that first edition colour nomenclature is used. Many universities' web sites cite the BCC Colour Dictionary as being their standard, but omit to give which edition that they actually use.
Indian Yellow and Indian Orange, quoted by Lincoln University, and Victrix Blue, (University of Monash) and Vitrix Blue (University of Southern Queensland), both with the same BCC numbers, could be examples of typing errors on the part of one institution being carried on in perpetuity, rather than of a new colour shade being invented.
A few words need to be dedicated to the University of Newcastle, Australia. They have used two different colour classification systems side by side. The BCC Colour Dictionary, second edition, 1951, alongside the Australian Standard 1700S-1985 Colour Standards for General Purposes (ASC). The ASC numbers are quoted here, rather than in the main During my research I found that the British Colour Council had other publications, covering such items as interior design and horticulture. For a full list of these, please see the References below.
The use of the BCC code could encourage universities to standardize the shading of their hood materials, and could also encourage robemakers to do the same.
It is important to realize that there are many other systems used for colour identification. One of the English robemakers (Ede & Ravenscroft) may now use the Pantone system, and the existence of the more modern British Standards Institute may have lead to the BCC system falling into disuse in more recent times.
In conclusion, the BCC Colour Standard was an early attempt systematically to pair off a given shade of colour with a given name and allot a number to it. This should have led to a foolproof system of colour names and descriptions. However, various academic institutions did not adhere to the definitions within the system and various errors as described above crept in, allowing organized chaos to occur in what was previously an orderly system. Now the BCC Colour Standard is very difficult to obtain and has fallen out of favour in preference to the BSI, Pantone and the Australian Colour Standards. Given the problems with the BCC numbering system, its value lies with the idea of it being a 'repository' of academical institutions and their colours for future generations of researchers to consult, rather than as a way of imposing old standards on modern academical dress schemes. 
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